Why Choose An Mor?

AT- A - GLANCE

Both seaside authenticity and boredom-crushing activity hub, Bude
exists in its own mellow bubble. Escape from reality as you soak up
Cornish culture, breathing in the pure, clean air and listening to the
crashing waves from An Mor’s perfect beachside position.
The Atlantic Ocean, as a backdrop to your vows, makes for a pretty
memorable celebration. Summer sun brings barbeques on the
terrace and hazy evenings, making full use of the outside bar.
As the nights draw-in we have a fully heated outside area, so you
can enjoy the cosy coastal atmosphere.
Weddings can fly by, so why not extend the fun with your favourite
people and plan to make some sand-covered memories with those
lucky to be on the invite list? Enjoy some quality together time with
a pre-wedding Gin making experience, or even a post-big day
surfing lesson.
A smorgasbord of things that make Britain great combine for the
ultimate homeland getaway: miles of enticingly sandy beaches,
rugged cliffs, glorious green countryside, downs, woods and moors
all beckon, and perfect sitting spots for the best fish and chips of
your life. Spend some time with us; we have a few ideas of how
our special corner of the country can entertain you:
•

GRAB A WETSUIT and a board dude, it’s time to make like a
local and master the exhilarating art of surfing. Cue
determined laughter and certainly making a splash, we
guarantee you some smiley windswept cheeks and a strong
desire for a pasty as you attempt to peel that wetsuit off.
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Location
Pure clean air
Cliffs
Long white sandy beaches
Surfing
Swimming
Body boarding
Coastal walks
Downs
Moors
Trail running
Trail walking
Body boarding
Unique historical tidal pool
Forest
Rock pools
Beach hotels
Good food
Local Gin
Crabs
Lobster
Fresh fish
Make your own wedding gin
Venue
Sea as a back drop to your ceremony
Large modern wedding venue
Accommodation for your guests
Outside heated area
Barbecue area
Outside bar
Modern rooms
Wedding planner
Photo booth
Wedding cart designed for your choice
Prosecco/champagne fountain
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•

BUDE’S FAMOUS HISTORICAL SEA POOL is a short walk across the Downs from
An Mor and has offered a safe swim spot since the 1930’s. We highly recommend a dip in
this unique and charming shelter from the might of the Atlantic.

•

HIDDEN COVES, meandering coastal paths and secret sunset spots. Cornwall has emerged
as a gastronomic heavyweight in recent years offering some fantastic options for
atmospheric date-night dining. Fresh fish, just- caught lobster and artisan, local food are all
here for you.

•

THE CELEBRATED SOUTH WEST COASTAL PATH practically goes past the door. Enjoy the
peace, quiet (and photo opportunities) that come from wide-open spaces and freedom to
roam in such unspoilt territory. You can surely discover a quaint pub for a swift drink or
delicious lunch before finding the path once more.

•

ROCK POOLING never fails to entertain and excite all ages. You’ll need a bucket, balance and
a keen eye for crabs playing hide and seek amongst their colourful and plentiful hiding
places. Our sister hotel Tommy Jacks contains an aquarium and oodles of information about
the wildlife found on our shores, stop by for a drink and shed light on your findings.

•

WHAT ABOUT A GIN MAKING EXPERIENCE? We are hugely excited to be offering gin making
experiences at An Mor, and can even help you create your own, bespoke wedding gin.

•

PLAY AWAY we’re big on play here, there’s bows and arrows in the woods, cliff climbing,
cycle hire, golf, tennis, boating, sea fishing, kite flying, clay pigeon shooting and further
afield the very cute ‘Tamar Otter Sanctuary’, ‘Eden Centre’, massive zip wire in ‘Adrenalin
Quarry’ or ‘Air Extreme’ near Barnstaple, just under an hour away, where you can play Hole
in the Wall game, Dodge ball and bounce your socks off, not to mention Big Sheep, Bodmin
Moor and Cornwall’s unofficial best loved sport - Poldark hunting.

Take a moment to relax in your modern and spacious room, safe in the knowledge that your own
wedding planner is taking the reins and ensuring your day is everything you dreamed of. With a
wide range of bespoke options, including a photo-booth, prosecco/champagne fountain and candy
cart, or any cart you fancy come to that, An Mor lets you calmly ride the wedding wave all the way
to happy ever after.
All you need is love (and the beach).
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